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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 3618-7808  9175-1482  Tel:86-755-25353546 Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
Commissioner of Police 
Mr. LO Wai-chung,  
Dear Sir: 

香港警務處總部

灣仔軍器廠街1號

Tel: 2860-2001 Fax: 2865-6546
cp@police.gov.hk

     I，Lin Zhen Man , D188018 (3), the relevant file number is : CAPO HKI RN16000117 . 
    About my complaints to Mr. Tsang Wai Hung of ex-director on July 14, 2014 with Oct. 10, 2015 in 
above file or it can be viewed at www.ycec.com/Jzm/140714.pdf with www.ycec.com/Jzm/151010b.pdf;    
    And when you were promote to director on May 4, 2015 and one year after, Excellency you finally wroe in 
reply for me and thank my complaints on May 30, 2016, it notwithstanding my complaints to ex-director that 
total three case to go to the police still have not to handle, but murder for me of backing by police that layout 
already temporarily disappeared!  
    But today of three years after, as above the murder for me that layout also to be densely covered to come 
again! 
    Please to see the attachments 1. or may be read from www.ycec.net/HK/190522.pdf, namely I just a letter 
to the estate management of Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., that to bring up as my letter to Mr. Tsang Wai Hung of 
ex-director of Police on July 14, 2014 the one reported of the murder layout of《three case to police》that 
videotape of terrorist attack, or at www.ycec.com/Jzm/130802.avi can to shown by their buy down of the Mr. Mo 
of decoration worker at Room 18, 6/F., Kam Ling Bldg., Whitty Street to suddenly frenzied meditate murder for me! 
    And your DO/KT police officer in the report room of the Kwun Tong Police Department, who already 
to filed a case of KT-14022198 for me, but why did not accept above videotape of terrorist attack for a witness  
of murder?  And after flare up for me：“…What case you can to accuse for Mr. Jiang Zemin？You are a 
neurotic, catch you to a psychiatric hospital, anymore check this case! ”!  

I also must to be outspoken for Director you： If you enter the homepage of www.ycec.com and click the 
head portrait of Mr. Jiang Zemin that just can to see the complaint filed by our company on Oct., 12, 2007, and 
from the request have five items, but the main key only have three, below: 

1. Because to conceal my medicine invention of to save the SARS calamity of HK and China only can to lead the 
death toll of more than ten million or millions of people , so first of all must to admit mistake for the bereaved 
of since May 15, 2003 after, and apologize for all Chinese;  

2. You must to order to handling the complaints because our foreign capital company that property to rob by illegal 
auction means from Court of Dongguan with Shenzhen two city; 

3.  You must to order the Intellectual Property Office without fail justly to examine and approve our
《Cure-SARS》 with《three measures of aviation security》that two application of invention patent;  

    And written above, the complaint filed as followed by two paragraph of『application of law-based』with
『facts and reasons』still more clearly and undoubtedly irrefutable!   
    Above the main reason, I, the inventor, came to HK took only eighteen months to registration a《Yet Yuan 
magnetism stuff company》in 1975year after my accomplishments without anybody comparably so at once widely 
to respect my name is “Lam Child Prodigy ” in electron industry!   

And after by a shareholder represent of《Three-strong electron Limited company》come back Quanzhou City to 
do first overseas-funded enterprise and wind Fujian Province, so China to recommend foreign capital that to open 
up also come from this!   

However, because I to be loath to do let my Investment shares a book of secondary entry under somebody's 
name, so I at once to registered for《Yet Chong Electric Company》and since then my equipment production line of 
electric part not only the Korea, Japan or the state-run electric part company of Shanghai or Wuhan City also 
must to waiting for purchases!  

I have also bought the Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., in 1983year, the global only one and high 
efficiency 5-10 multiple of kind machine of Japan that fully automatic hollow coil machine is also available 
immediately, but it does not sell and for personal use for a long time to dominates the electron market of HK! 
   Because the Mr. Jiang Zemin just to took office of the Minister of Industry on 1984, so who at once to be 
covetous and ask his subordinate company a people come for signal to buy but refuse by me, so fully to encircle 
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and suppress for me by Jiang Zemin the starting point began at here!   
After begin with on the 1987year, I was also by various equipment production line of electric part same 

self-restraint exclusive by a “Incoming processing factory” of foreign capital the status to base oneself on Nanan of 
Quanzhou City!  In addition, I was to detect because all-out to invest by Mr. Jiang’s industry organization of the 
Quartz Clock Movement was still unavailable of many years after, but my trial production sample was already 
quality comparable for Japan’ product only within a few months and my foreign capital factory of “Heng Chong 
(Shen Zhen) Electronic Co., Ltd.” to establish at Shenzhen City on 1991 of the end of the year, but the Jiang 
Zemin immediately to sent his hometown men to full track siege ..., and finally in 1999 to find a joke excuses at 
once by a 
games of “cosed door uction” to robbery my nearly 6 million equipment property of by verification certificates 
were robbed, and after again at once to close the Intermediate court of Dongguan and Shenzhen City by 
www.ycec.com/hcec.htm that main page can clear undoubtedly! 

Thereafter, my invention of《three measures of aviation security》also timely help the ex-President Bush to 
announced at the Chicago airport on 2001.09.27 only can to lift up unusual at USA that global stock disaster, this 
invention also to application in Chinese patent office as above the complaint is stated! 
     But on 2004.11.27 at the government under the China's Wen Wei newspaper, with China News Service by a 
eye-catching subject is：“Maybe to influence the Bush’s election” to expose Jiang Jinheng who how to bribe the 
younger brother (NeilBush)of George Walker Bush the beauty with money and confess to sign and send out by 
Jiang Zemin's eldest son Jiang Jinheng, so at this point to abduct the small Bush dare not do admit give me above 
two patent inventions! 

And not only so, beginning on 2005years later, it was inevitable by Jiang Zemin or his son Jiang Jinheng that 
the HK & China all the entry and exit control that eGate just my one of《three measures of aviation security》the 
patent measures to open rob by them!  And on 2012year again to abet the intellectual property assistant Director 
Ms Ada Leung Ka-lai who dress uncultured violation to tort grant a patent for the manufacturer of eGate also can 
to see the www.ycec.com/911/eGate-HK.htm, and after, China Gov., at this point by this eGate for pathbreaker of 
The Belt and Road Initiative also to be resulting!  

   As also the request for above appeal, it is obvious that the number of deaths in the China already to exceeded 
10 million because to concealing my medical invention.    

In particular, except the treatment of "washing-lungs" includes I also to open a life big window for cancer 
patients of the “freezing or temperature difference” treatment same to success use to report by Economic Daily on 
Sept. 03, 2003 can to see at www.ycec.com/Cure-cancer-hk.htm, because this is absolutely effective and no any 
sequel of the physical therapy, so it will thousand years constant!  

But since 2006 after, why haven't useless the cancer vaccines still can to blossomed everywhere in HK and 
almost all under 18 years the girls by swindle to inoculate?  

Similarly, this "washing-lung" medical invention is based on an infection that only "germs" enters the lungs to 
breed after become some corpse virus with “virus-infect” to have no relationship and can to see from 
www.ycec.com/HK/160519.pdf that my a letter to CHAN Hon-yee of Director of Health just can to be clear 
undoubtedly!  Still more from www.ycec.com/HK/161007.pdf that I had other a letter to anger can not use the 
"measles vaccine" of have not any scientific basis again to put into something to stupid citizen, I also at this letter to 
introduce by "saturated brine" can to disappear for infector of "measles" and the average life expectancy of 120 
years old in HK also not a question at this point to share enjoyment for public!   

Above basis of argument the CHAN Hon-yee can not to refute was inevitably, but heart ashamed of Yuen 
kwok-yung also cannot to argument only can many times at TV to lie：“ …now, in HK 99.5% people already 
have the antibody of "measles" so not must again to shoot the vaccine!...”, but who still don’t dare to hold the 
benefits by “saturated-brine” still can become a family-hygiene introduce for all citizen! 

But Yuen kwok-yung why not dare to say that " 99% of Hong Kong people have flu antibodies " and not 
must again to shoot the flu vaccine! 

Therefore, as shown from the CarrieLam page at www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm, inventor me already 
endeavor to press for Health department must let "washing-lungs" & “freezing or temperature difference” two 
treatment open use for public citizen only can to save still more life of citizen!  But it’s useless, because in the 
back of the health sector all to kneel down at by “vaccine” to make a fortune the big business with internal power 
under that straddle! Why？ 

For example, why keen to introduction west Science and Technology of the《Haiguo Tuzhi》on 1832year to 
publish after at once to order for a banned book by Qing Dynasty, but this banned book to made Japanese rich and 
powerful. Why?   Because the Qing Dynasty thought:  If the people control the gun technology, I still have how 
much of the majestic and awe-inspiring at all？！  
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Although the vaccine was "invented" in the United Kingdom on 1898year and the causes still not yet clear, but 
its theoretical basis has to broken by my invention already!  And why today’s China gov., prefer to kill ten 
millions life of Chinese also must to conceal my two medicine invention not against?  So I have already to seen 
the newspaper, in the internal per year to die of cancer have nearly 3 million people, the bereaved are even more 
must to bankrupt or to be heavily in debt so too ghastly to look at!  

It is also because China is a less one sees everyone have not a ballot can to participate in politics in the global 
country already, whether if have not the vaccine means can to stupid the Chinese nation still have the “three 
behalf”?  So the mentality yes or not to more insidious and sinister than the Qing Dynasty that already to merit 
discuss?  But however: 

Your police officers and employees of your police department have nearly 40,000 on the newspapers, 
same above of them are the victims! 

For what reason I must prosecute for Jiang Zemin in Shenzhen city that main gene too same the above, 
whether I was a neurotic as the filed KT-14022198 that DO/KT constable to say as front?  Now already to be clear 
with undoubtedly, so this letter to conduce Excellency you openly for subordinate to strengthen manage by the 
basis of according to law ruling completely and lest thorough to variety!  

Although you perhaps cannot advocate the Department of Health to open the "washing-lungs" and "freezing" 
two treatments also must to inform all police officers and their families that they will no longer be by defrauded 
again to shot vaccinate only can lest to bane the offspring, and must let above the "saturated brine" use for hygiene 
in any your staff family that only can to lifetime have not any sick to life expectancy over 120 years old, so this 
responsibility unshakable is on your shoulder! 

In particular, I must to inform, today is already not alike in those year before, because my four invention is to be 
known in the world! 

As shown from www.ycec.net/SG/181018-Cam.pdf or com, since October of last year email to British 
University after, by the news report to point the London mutation a China city because had 700,000 British to 
dragon dance with play lion on of this year, other European countries still have person simply say：“I am Chinese!” 
on the Lantern Festival etc. even had report, and such as why Canada had to abolish the prejudice policy and 
apologize for Chinese in April of last year, because they want to gratitude for my invention for extending lifespans 
to 120 years!  

As well as the theme of such “vaccine” of third World War will close to the end, the WHO is also urgent to 
look for the step down from the stage, but to conceal my medicine two invention the evil backstage manipulator 
obvious heart is unwilling, they still again to instigate our management of Wing Hing Ind. Bldg. to layout murder 
for me as described in the attachments 1.  

Another to see the attachments 2.  Why I not report a case to the Police Station of KwunTong?  
That is in the roof of my container room that face to face the proprietor of C-10 Unit open rob some thousands 

value of the iron plate use for his container room of C-10 Unit then I was not at the HK time! 
Also because I am on 2019.5.22 still not to see by his promise will to take apart return the U-iron plate, because 

the hot weather will to reach my C-4 Unit will mend to use, otherwise, I cannot but must to report a case at police!   
But he not as past always defer to say because his body not comfortable and at once to change mouth：“If you to 

report a case at police, I also will to report you have once also to pull and drag for me!”, and again to say：“If you 
dare not do report, that is a dog raising! ”, why the open robber still dared to be gutsy so arrogant?  

It was very obviously, cause by his behind necessarily an evil backstage manipulator to instigate, such as the 
case of CAPO HKI RN 09001628, which can be checked by your Director, or from the homepage of 
www.ycec.com/HK-Police/09026607.htm can to be clear undoubtedly! 

As in that year, then I had an order of court notice after I must personally to delivery to the litigant, but who at 
once to push me to escape away. Then a security guards of Conho Mansion in Taikoo Place of King's Road
witness the defender of LDPD 867/2009 Mr. Li HanFun refuse to accept and running away on Oct., 16, 2009, and 
then I facing the street loud to tell: “If you run again, I must use my cell phone to take a picture to inform 
Court!”, so the Li HanFun snatch and rob my cell phone which was witnessed by the manager of Conho Mansion 
who at once reported the case to 999 with a phone call, and then the fleet of police to be present after also to hear 
the opinion by me and to record statement and then received a call from a superior, telling me the Li HanFun also 
report a case to police accusing that I pushed him, so the police brigade on this reason and arrest me up to a squad 
car to police station of North Point！  

   The absurd thing is, I, Lin ZhenMan on the contrary by the 10056 Officer a notify to formal arrest at pm 
8:40 of that night, also not to record an affidavit reverse force to a detention room to be insulted for more than three 
hours!  

But Li HanFun on the other hand, was not detent for statement record and was free to go home privately! 
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That also as above by security guards of Conho Mansion to see street to rob cell phone the Li HanFun that 
report case to police the Li HanFun criminal also need not to record the mouth to go home privately!   

If only by a facing the street to rob cell phone the criminal at will wicked a sound：“He also to push for me, 
so I also must to report a case!”, is it possible then my cell phone to rob by a malefactor so must to push away 
self-defense also belong to a perpetration?   

That is today, as soon as if then I go to the Guantang Police Station to report by the robbery of the C-10 owner, 
the robber will report because I before long to “pull him”, then the Guantang Police Station too reenactment as 
open to be against regulations that only can to arrest fore me as in 2009year, yes or not?  

It also to accordingly, why the open robbery of the C-10 owner still dare with confidence full want to 
enrage for me to report the case?  If not your police administration section same above to instigate, and will let 
Guantang Police Station to reenactment on ten yeas before open to be against regulations to arrest me the 
terrible scene? 

Is it possible that, I made a mistake by inventing these four big inventions that everyone must use with 
millennium?  Or police personnel may steal solely can?  I was believe you are not directing behind the 
scenes, but my life safety is in your hands, so please assist me to get rid the fear for me!  

It can also be seen from the above, I can only be distant from Guantang Police Station, but too as the 
attachments 2., that I already to enrage the data of report case for police, now must to hand LO Wai-chung director 
Excellency you to handling! 

This letter includes attachments with a total of 9pages, they can be viewed later at 
www.ycec.net/HK/190526.pdf or .com download for reading! 

Thank you ! 
 

May 26, 2019                                                    D188015(3)                       

                                                              林哲民  

 




